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US, UK, Saudis, and UAE Want Yemenis to Starve
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Famine stalks Yemen because of US/UK supported bombing raids coupled with a naval
blockade – ignoring the laws of war. 

On  Thursday,  UN  humanitarian  official  in  Yemen  Lise  Grande  said  war  in  the  country
continues  taking  an  “incalculable  human”  toll,  adding:

Conditions “deteriorated dramatically in (recent) days. Families are absolutely terrified by”
endless terror-bombing and shelling, countless numbers losing the struggle to survive daily.

On Friday,  AP News reported that starving Yemenis in parts of  the country are eating
“leaves of a local vine, boiled into a sour, acidic green paste” – providing stomach filler but
little else.

Yemen’s Aslam district health facilities are overwhelmed with starving, emaciated adults
and  children,  including  “(e)xcruciatingly  thin  toddlers  (with)  eyes  bulging,”  suffering  from
endless war, trauma, lack of food, and other essentials to life and well-being.

The same is true in many other communities throughout the country, devastated by endless
US/UK orchestrated, Saudi-led aggression and blockade.

Countless numbers of Yemenis are extremely malnourished, starving.

After three-and-a-half years of endless war, thousands of Yemenis perished, no one keeping
count of the mortality rate.

UN figures willfully distort and understate the human toll, worsening daily with no prospect
for conflict resolution.

An unnamed mother spoke for countless others, saying she has no money to buy food,
medicines or anything else for her children.

Availability of essentials to life in many parts of the country is woefully inadequate or
nonexistent.

According to Yemeni health official Mekkiya Mahdi,

“(w)e are in the 21st century, but this is what the war did to us.”
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In numerous villages and surrounding areas in parts of the country, most everyone is living
off leaf paste, she said, adding “I go home, and I can’t put food in” the mouths of my family
or myself.

Countless  numbers  of  Yemenis  are  dying  daily  from  war,  related  violence,  untreated
diseases, and starvation. Hundreds of thousands more are close to perishing. Millions may
die if war continues for years.

The Trump regime and its imperial partners oppose conflict resolution while falsely claiming
otherwise.

On Tuesday, Mike Pompeo deceived Congress, claiming the Saudi and UAE regimes “are
undertaking  demonstrable  actions  to  reduce  the  risk  of  harm to  civilians  and  civilian
infrastructure” – a bald-faced lie.

On Wednesday, a Pompeo press statement turned truth on its head, claiming the Trump
regime considers “ending the conflict in Yemen…a national security priority,” adding:

The US is “work(ing) closely with the Saudi-led coalition to ensure Saudi Arabia
and the UAE maintain support for UN-led efforts to end the civil war in Yemen,
allow unimpeded access  for  the  delivery  of  commercial  and  humanitarian
support through as many avenues as possible, and undertake actions that
mitigate the impact of the conflict on civilians and civilian infrastructure.”

Fact: Cold hard reality is polar opposite Pompeo’s willful Big Lie.

His spokeswoman Heather Nauert compounded the deception, saying the Trump regime is
“implementing measures to protect civilians in Yemen” – they don’t give a damn about in
the country or anywhere else.

Trump and UK regime hardliners are facilitating daily slaughter,  starvation, and overall
deprivation,  supporting  endless  aggression  and  genocide,  opposing  diplomatic  conflict
resolution.

On Friday, Supreme Revolutionary Committee of Yemen chairman Mohammed Ali al-Houthi
said Saudi and UAE warplanes intend attacking food storage facilities in Hodeidah, falsely
claiming they’re used to store weapons.

The port city is the country’s main entry and distribution point for food, medical supplies,
fuel, and other essentials to life.

On Wednesday, UNICEF said millions of Yemeni children are gravely harmed by severe
malnutrition, starvation, lack of medical care, and displacement.

Its Yemen representative Meritxell Relano called the country “a living hell for its children.”

“(E)very  year  in  (the  country),  66,000  children  under  age  five  are  dying  of
preventable diseases (alone)…(h)alf of them (perishing) during birth or in the
first month of life (from) diarrhea, pneumonia and malnutrition related causes.”
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Conditions are “catastrophic.” The lives and welfare of millions of Yemenis hang in the
balance,  countless numbers losing the struggle to survive,  enduring extreme pain and
suffering most people can’t imagine.

Yemen is ground zero for opposition to peace and indifference to human lives and welfare
by the Trump regime and its imperial partners in high crimes.

Other US-led wars of aggression are just as contemptuous of rule of law principles and
human life.

No nation more grievously violates the high-minded standards it professes to honor and
respect than America.

Under Republicans and undemocratic Dems, it’s a ruthlessly vicious rogue state, exceeding
the worst high crimes of all others.

It’s  responsible  for  millions  of  deaths  post-9/11  alone,  accountability  not  forthcoming
because the UN and world community do nothing to demand it.
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Network. It airs three times weekly: live on Sundays at
1PM Central time plus two prerecorded archived
programs.
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